2007 ford escape door ajar switch

I've sprayed it with everything and it's still goes off when I'm driving and sets my alarm off when
it's parked, can I just disconnect it some how without having to remove the whole door panel?
Tracy answered 7 years ago. Most lubricants will collect more junk and most cleaners will
degrade plastic parts. Now days, those latches aren't meant to be lubricated. The switch is in
the latch striker mounted to the door jamb. Ten minute replacement. Trying to remove the inside
rear door panel to fix the window, it seems to be hung up by the door handle. How do we
remove the panel, all of the screwa are out but in that corner it won't come loose Interior lights
will come on and sometimes flicker while driving and the door ajar light will light. Sometimes
while parked, the interior light comes with no door ajar light. I've tried spraying lub I'd like to
know the easiest way to remove the rear cargo panels in a Ford Escape so I can access the top
of the rear shocks for removal. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does
not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or
approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if
CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. You can read more here and make your
cookie choices. By continuing to use this site you agree to us doing so. Report Follow. Mark
helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Ford
Escape question. Search Ford Escape Questions. CarGurus Experts. Find great deals from
top-rated dealers Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. Sometimes when the car
is locked either the interior lights will come on or the car alarm will sound or both will happen. If
I leave it unlocked everything is normal. Local Ford dealer hasn't been any help. Mark answered
8 years ago. The door ajar switches are mounted of the door latches inside the doors on most
all newer fords That would be the best place to start with being that they do go bad from the
door being shut banging them around. If the problem is still present check if someone has miss
installed an aftermarket radio or remote start system. Check the hood ajar switch first. It's
located directly next to the windshield washer fluid refill cap. Sometimes when the car is locked
either the interior lights will come on or the car alarm will sound or both will Just replaced the
battery on my ford escape and now whenever I open the door the car beeps or whenever I lock
the door with my key fob it beeps. It didn't do this before we replaced the battery The remote
unlock function only works from time to time and from closer and far away at different times. It
used to work all of the time and from 50 feet away, not anymore. I'm thinking to replace t Only
my back hatch opens when using key to open door locks. Could you please tell me where the
relay switch for this problem is located. Door ajar light on dash comes on while driving and
interreor light does not come on at all unless turned to on position manualy. I have a different
car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of
CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please
refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it
violates our policies. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional.
Related Questions. Start a new Ford Escape question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple,
secure transaction. Get Started. Search Ford Escape Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more,
shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. Also the base model Escape
did not come with side airbags so it received a "Poor" rating from the IIHS for side impact
protection. When I was test driving this vehicle I saw that the door ajar light was on, but
unfortunately I didn't think much of it. Couple of weeks had passed and while driving down the
road the stupid door chime is going off and the light flashes. Little did I know that it affects the
dome lights in the vehicle, they started to freak out and I just leave the dome light off. Another
annoying this is that the door locks keep looking while I'm going down the road. This is a
common problem with these vehicles and Ford in common. After the last random car alarm,
started car in parking lot and noticed the door open alert was on. We shut all the doors, the
glass rear window, the back gate and the hood and it would still not turn off. I am taking it to the
vendor today for the alarm issues and will have them look at this as well, but from what I can
see online, they are all known and related issues. The alarm was annoying; the false door ajar
warning is a safety hazard. If people begin to ignore the warning because they believe it is false
crying wolf , then they won't pay attention to it when it is really trying to alert them to a real
problem and that could cause injury, death or property damage. Update from Mar 11, : Dealer
says it was the right rear passenger door latch. They've replaced it as a warranty repair. I only
just got the vehicle back. I'm hoping this is the solution! If you have a for-profit service, contact
us. Most Common Solutions: not sure 2 reports. Find something helpful? Spread the word.
Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Helpful websites No one has added a
helpful site for this Escape problem yet. Be the first! Find a good Ford mechanic Read reviews
of repair shops in your area. Enter your zip code: A free service from CarTalk. Send Comment
Add Complaint. Search CarComplaints. Not what you are looking for? Search for something
else:. My wife has been driving this Escape for about a year after driving one she inherited from

her father to K miles. This one has just under 70K now. In the last month or so, the interior
lights have begun to come on and go off at will. It can happen going down the road, or sitting in
the garage for hours. It sometimes comes on when it hits a bump, sometimes without one. I
looked at it earlier, and the light was on. I have turned the center one off. No one has been in the
car since this afternoon. I have tried the standard fix of lubricating the door latches several
times. There are six latches including the rear hatch and rear window. The two remaining bulbs
are tiny, so the battery has not run completely down, YET. The car is driven almost daily,
sometimes several times in a day. What else can it be? Why does it cycle like that? Had an 03
windstar, last year traded it in, never did figure it out, also the guages would go goofy along
with the blinking lights. Once a problem was the brake petal brake light switch, brake lights
would stay on and kill the battery, In the daytime who notices the brake lights are on. One
common cause seemed to be cracked solder joints on the cluster connection, tried resoldering,
no change, even though I did not see any issues. Cleaned and checked all contacts etc, and if I
had to make a guess today, I would redo the wires going through the driver door and tailgate
even though they look good. Had a problem with another car, things were not working, easier
fix, everything pinpointed wires in the liftgate to body wires, looked 2 times, all looked good,
finally got to testing circuits and sure enough one wire was bad. So we got a new car, luckily
leased it, 2 months later she was rearended at a stoplight, hassles with getting the other
company to pay, her new toy now a repaired toy, she said if I knew all this was going to happen
I would have kept the van, ran fne, good tires, brakes etc, but she at the time could not live with
the freakouts. The RPM would pin itself past max! Put a new battery in, due to venting gasses
corroding terminals, cleaned every frikkin connection, was good for 3 months, then started
acting up again. Try a clean and check all connections for battery and ground, and maybe even
a new battery! As an afterthought I would clean and check terminal wires and connections in the
engine compartment also! I seriously doubt that the courtesy lights would discharge the
battery. The battery saver relay should time out after about 20 minutes, cutting power to the
courtesy circuit until something happens to tell the car to wake up. Never a cel or any indication
of an isssue after the event. Of course the switches trigger the lights on by grounding the circuit
so a short to ground in the wires to the switches will turn them on. Tracking down chaffed wires
causing an intermittant problem can be a real pain. Or on the door least often opened. Having
months go by without opening one of the doors would sometimes make that switch stick. The
white grease would harden into a sludge. You would need to clean the switch contacts
themselves. To see if that really is the trouble you could monitor the voltage on the lines for
each of the doors. Door switches usually close a connection to ground to turn on the lights. The
voltage would be near zero volts when the switch is closed and the lights are on. When not on
the voltage should be near battery voltage. The driver side door is the best suspect but the
trouble could be with one of the other door switches. The problem might not be caused by the
door switches. But instead by what Ford calls the Smart Junction Box. This is basically a
computer with relays and fuses. They are not locked in the garage, and they keep going on and
off. That way you could at least stop the madness until you are ready to do the testing needed
to find the cause. Pulling the bulbs is better than pulling the fuse. The fuse is often tied to other
functions. The door switches are mounted to the latch mechanism, so they are difficult to reach.
Here are the schematics for your courtesy lamps. The last drawing is the location under the
dash of the Smart Junction Box. Also the base model Escape did not come with side airbags so
it received a "Poor" rating from the IIHS for side impact protection. So how do you find out what
problems are occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not us. Don't waste your time wasting
ours! If you are interested in advertising a for-profit service, contact us. Find something
helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Add
Complaint. Within a month of purchasing vehicle, mileage 67,, complete brake system failure.
Could have been fatal and will be if not corrected. Many exact complaints found online. Vehicle
failed to stop coming to light. Had to pull off the side of the road into a wooded area for the
vehicle to stop. Felt like vehicle was sliding on road. Later realized it was a ABS system failure
not sliding. ABS light is on. Brake system needs service light on. Emergency brake light stays
on. After accelerating, that stops and returns to what I described. I read since there were no
fatalities reported Ford will not recall. I am certain there have been fatalities due to this problem,
just not identified. This happens almost daily, even more than once a day while at work.
Sometimes too far away for me to hear the alarm. Car stalled while in motion on city street. Lost
all power and would not restart without jump. Search CarComplaints. The contact owns a Ford
Escape. The contact stated that the voltage regulator, alternator, and battery malfunctioned. The
vehicle was taken to a mechanic where it was diagnosed that a new alternator and battery were
needed. The vehicle was not repaired. The manufacturer was made aware of the failure. The
failure mileage was , While driving at any speed, the warning indicators on the instrument panel

illuminated and eventually turned off without warning. The failure recurred multiple times. The
mechanic diagnosed that the rear door auto lock malfunctioned and burned out the computer
system. The manufacturer was notified. The approximate failure mileage was 90, Door ajar
activates constantly setting off the car alarm and killing the car battery. This happens while car
is sitting stationary, and or moving while driving this has been going on since the day the car
was purchased in , and it happens quite often, and is happening up to the day this was
submitted This is a very well known issue with this car and Ford You say it isn't a safety issue,
but if you go to Ford or a dealer to have the alarm and door switch disconnected they say they
cant due to a safety issue. I noticed on line other year Escape had same issues but see no
recall. The contact stated that the vehicle's alarm functioned independently. The failure
happened without warning approximately twelve times. The vehicle was taken to the dealer
where the failure could not be diagnosed or repaired. The manufacturer was notified of the
failure. The failure mileage was approximately 99, While driving at 25 mph, the steering wheel
seized and the vehicle stalled without warning. The vehicle was taken to a dealer where it was
diagnosed that the module failed and needed to be replaced. The vehicle was repaired. The
manufacture was notified of the failure. The failure mileage was 40, While driving at any speed,
the instrument panel, fuel gauge, and speedometer lights flickered intermittently. The failure
recurred numerous times. The vehicle was not diagnosed or repaired. The failure mileage was
approximately , The Ford Escape,4 cylinder front drivers door latch and passenger rear door
latch faulty causing door lock alarm to sound the horn various times of the day with vehicle
parked and locked by key. Has occurred in the last 4 months June, July Aug, Sept some days
multiple alarms then a dry spell then at 10 am and then at 3 pm same day or different day. All
while parked in the driveway. The door ajar light comes and beeps while the overhead light
comes on and off while I am driving for no reason. Sometimes it continues for a few minutes
and other times it goes on and on until I stop the car and slam all the doors on my car shut. My
car alarm also goes off all by itself for no reason, probably resulting from this same problem. I
understand from online posts that this is a common occurrence with Ford vehicles. This
problem should be addressed by Ford. Throttle body will not drive rev or go. Gas pedal does
not move. Cold weather and it does this more. Consumer writes in regards to ABS recall notice.
The consumer took his daughters vehicle to the dealer, after receiving a recall notice in the mail.
The consumer informed the service advisor, the ABS light had been coming on and going off for
a while. Upon the return of the vehicle, the ABS light was on continuously. The consumer
refused and then took the vehicle to a local repair shop. The local repair shop informed the
consumer, the problem they were encountering was an ABS code B which was a result of no
electrical power to the ABS module. The repair shop stated, because the light would no longer
go out, that the current situation was caused by performing the work on the recall. They also
explained, that the recall that was performed was to add power to the junction block to supply
electricity to the ABS module in such a way the vehicle would not catch fire, and that power was
not being supplied to two of the wires at all. The repair shop discovered there were two
incorrect splices performed at the dealer. Apparently, there were two splices that should have
been made and the mechanic only put a heat-shrink tape on the connection and did not
electrically connect the wires. After the repair of the two splices, the shop found that one of the
two wires supplying power to the ABS module still only had three volts at one of the
connectors. The shop found additional recalls as well. After inspecting the harness per the
recall notice, he found the insulation on some of the wires damaged and one of the wires was
corroded internally causing the low voltage problem. He also noted that the inspection cover on
the connector had been removed for inspection and the master cylinder cap looked newer and
not the original. Additionally, when he removed the connector from the ABS unit, there was no
grease applied in the cavity like the recall instructed. Just bought the car I was driving from L. I
pulled over and started the car again it was fine for 10 min then did it again. Started again and
drove the rest of the way at 50 miles an hour with hazards on. Problem seemed to stop as long
as I drove at this speed and was not on an incline of any type. Car pulls at times but mostly
drives fine if I'm not on the freeway and if I don't drive over an hour at 60mph. Otherwise it stalls
out at unexpected moments on freeways. A very unreliable vehicle and very dangerous! We
took our Ford Escape aprox 60, miles on a road trip from omaha ne to St. On our return trip we
drove about miles until the car stopped on the interstate. The vehicle completely shut down and
all of the warning lights came on at the same time. We were ab
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le to coast to the shoulder safely but were unable to restart the vehicle. We had aaa tow the

vehicle about 30 miles to the closest town and aaa approved mechanic. When the mechanic
looked at the vehicle they determined that the vehicle had burned through all of the oil and was
completely empty causing the engine to seize up. There were no warning lights indicating low
oil up until this point. I had recently had my oil changed about 8 week and less than miles prior
to this incident and there were no leaks so it seems very improbably that the vehicle would have
used 4 qts of oil in that time. I contacted Ford and the vehicle is just out of the warranty period
and they are unwilling to assist. In my research it appears that this may be a common
occurrence on this vehicle at about K miles and may warrant additional research. I am currently
attempting to get my vehicle transported the miles home to get a second opinion and repaired.
Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:.

